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Mayon and Ubtan Festivities 

 

Urdu transcript: 

 
�ہ�56�4 3ہ1 ز�/دہ ہ,+ے ہ)ں، اور "! :  ��ہ8/رے    

derived ہ)ں Arabic customs 
�I ہ,+@ ہے ?, GH/+ے Dے، اور "! ہ�Fو "EٹD 48ے۔ +, ا3ٹA ہ,+@ ہے، ?ہ/ں >� ",ئ >); �"

 ہ)ں۔
 

ہ/ں، ا�O5(PD Q ڈے ہ,+/ ہے ?)Eے م/�,ں؟: انٹ�و�J,ر  
 

�ہ�ہ/ں م/�,ں ہ,+/ ہے۔ م/�,ں اور ا3ٹA دون,ں S3 T+/D@ ہ, R6Dے ہ)ں:  �  
normally. 

 اور وہ/ں >� H WD,گ 
yellow 

 >ہ�Rے ہ)ں،
bride 
 @S3 

yellow 
 >ہ�R@ ہے۔ اور اس "ے او>� ",ئ 

yellow cream 
H ے ہ)ں۔+/GH O(+ ہ< �D ے ہ)ں، اور+/G  
 

+, اس ",، ^پ "ہ)ں \ے "ہ اس "@ ش/دZ "@ +)/ر�/ں "�+ے ہ)ں؟: انٹ�و�J,ر  
 

�ہ�اس "@ ش/دZ "@ +)/ر�/ں "�+ے ہ)ں۔ "ہ اس "@ :  �  
skin 

 ا_S@ ہ, ?/ۓ، اور وہ ا_GH @Sے۔ >S� "),ن6ہ
yellow kind of dulls your complexion, so red brightens it up. These are the traditional 

colors. 
 

ا_D ،/S, اس دن >ہ، م/�,ں "ے دن ^پ H,گ "IEd e "ے "Pڑے >ہ�Rے ہ)ں؟: انٹ�و�J,ر  
 

�ہ�م/�,ں "ے دن ہH I,گ:  �  
either yellow 

�A >ہ�Rے ہ)ں،�\ /� >ہ�Rے ہ)ں، 
normally. I mean, you can wear 

�F ہے۔ E< ," پ^ @S3 ,? 
But traditionally, yellow /� green. 

 
ا_S/۔ اور اس  �A56 م)ں "�+ے ")/ ہ)ں؟: انٹ�و�J,ر  



 
�ہ�اس  �A56 م)ں H WD,گ 3)ٹRSے ہ)ں، اور وہ \/نے \/+ے ہ)ں، اور:  �  

up to you 
�S< ۔ اور/D /ٹ,S_ ،T+/D ے" �j6(H Qم;Dا /� ^پ H,گ Dٹ/رٹ "� R6Dے ہ)ں ",ئ d�^ن 

after that, 
 4Eہ,+ے ہ)ں،\/نے \/+ے ہ)ں، ڈان  

dance practices 
 ہ,+@ ہ)ں۔ اور >S� وہ

yellow stuff 
  GH/+ے ہ)ں، اور مٹS/ئ "S;+ے ہ)ں، 3�ا�Jڈ ", m�ف۔ 

 
ا_H ،/Sڑ"ے ", "Tj نہ)ں ہ,+/ ہے م/�,ں م)ں؟ م/�,ں Hڑ",ں "/ ہ,+/ ہے �/ نہ)ں؟: انٹ�و�J,ر  

 
�ہ�نہ)ں۔ نہ)ں ہ,+/۔:  �  

 
ا_m /S�ف Hڑ"@ "@ : انٹ�و�J,ر  

grooming 
 "@ ?/+@ ہے؟

 
�ہ�ہ/ں m�ف Hڑ"@ "@:  �  

grooming 
 "@ ?/+@ ہے، اور Hڑ"/ 3)ٹS/ ہ,+/ ہے \S�۔ 

 

 

 

 

English translation: 

 

Farina: We have a lot of functions and some are derived from Arab customs, and some 
from Hindu. So there is the Ubtan1 where a yellow cream is put on. 
 
Interviewer: Yes, is it a special day like the Mayon? 
 
Farina: Yes it is like a Mayon. Normally, Mayon and Ubtan can also be together. And 
there, everyone wears yellow, even the bride wears yellow. And yellow cream is put on 
her, and oil is put on her hair. 
 
Interviewer: So would you call it the preparation for her wedding? 
 
Farina: Yes, the preparations for her wedding. So that her skin becomes nice and she 
looks pretty. Then, because yellow kind of dulls your complexion, so red brightens it up. 
These are the traditional colors. 

                                                 
1 Ceremony and also a paste made from turmeric to be put on the bride for soft glowing skin. 



Interviewer: Okay. So on this day of the Mayon, what sort of clothes do you wear? 
 
Farina: On the day of the Mayon, we normally wear either yellow or green. I mean, you 
can wear whatever you like, but traditionally, yellow or green. 
 
Interviewer: Okay. And what do you do in this function? 
 
Farina: In this function people sit together, and sing songs, and it is up to you, people can 
begin with the Quran or a small Islamic lecture. And then after that, they sing songs, 
there are dances, and dance practices. And then they put on the yellow stuff for only the 
bride, and eat sweetmeats. 
 
Interviewer: Okay. Does nothing happen to the guy in the Mayon? Is the Mayon for guys 
or not?       
 
Farina: No. Not for them. 
 
Interviewer: Oh, so the grooming is done only for the girl? 
 
Farina: Yes, only the girl is groomed, and the guy sits at home.  
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